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Developing Web Applications with Haskell and YesodO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This fast-moving guide introduces web application development with Haskell and Yesod, a potent language/framework combination that supports high-performing applications that are modular, type-safe, and concise. You’ll work with several samples to explore the way Yesod handles widgets, forms, persistence, and RESTful content....
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Developing Turn-Based Multiplayer Games: with GameMaker Studio 2 and NodeJSApress, 2018

	
		
			Create your first turn-based multiplayer game using GameMaker Studio 2’s built-in networking functions as well as using a simple NodeJS server. This book introduces you to the complexities of network programming and communication, where the focus will be on building the game from the ground up. 
		
			You will...
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Essential PHP SecurityO'Reilly, 2005
Being highly flexible in building dynamic, database-driven web  applications makes the PHP programming language one of the most popular web  development tools in use today. It also works beautifully with other open source  tools, such as the MySQL database and the Apache web server. However, as more  web sites are developed in...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NETMicrosoft Press, 2003
Advance your expertise with ASP.NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1—and  build dynamic Web solutions that can run across multiple browsers and mobile  devices. This guide expertly balances coverage of ASP.NET infrastructure with  practical, hands-on examples you can modify for your own Web applications and  services. As you examine...
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Advanced Wireless Networks : 4G TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The major expectation from the fourth generation (4G) of wireless communication networks is to be able to handle much higher data rates, allowing users to seamlessly reconnect to different networks even within the same session.  Advanced Wireless Networks gives readers a comprehensive integral presentation of the main issues in 4G...
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Dungeons & Dragons  DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Caught in traffic. Trapped in a cubicle. Stuck in a rut.  Tangled up in red tape.
    In the real world, sometimes you feel powerless—but not in Dungeons & Dragons (D & D). In this fantasy-adventure, you have all kinds of special powers. You can slay the evil dragon, overcome the orc or the ogre, haunt the...
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Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP)Prentice Hall, 2000
Servlets and JavaServer Pages dramatically simplify the creation of dynamic Web pages and Web-enabled applications. With Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), these tools have come of age, earning the support of an unprecedented range of Web and application servers on every major operating system. This book is a comprehensive guide for every...
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Spring Into PHP 5Addison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true PHP mastery! So...you've been asked to pitch in on a  PHP project...starting now. Or maybe one's on the horizon. Or maybe you need to  get real PHP skills onto your resume. You've done web stuff. Maybe used other  scripting languages. Now you want to get productive with PHP, fast.Welcome. We  wrote this book for you. We'll...
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J2EE Professional ProjectsPremier Press, 2002
Use Java 2 Enterprise Edition to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. Incorporating three hands-on projects, J2EE Professional Projects is your key to unlocking the power of J2EE. Each project focuses on a specific concept and is based on a real-world situation. Using the projects as your guide, you will create a chat application, create an...
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Kali Linux Web Penetration Testing Cookbook: Identify, exploit, and prevent web application vulnerabilities with Kali Linux 2018.x, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the most common web vulnerabilities and prevent them from becoming a threat to your site's security

	
		Key Features

		
			Familiarize yourself with the most common web vulnerabilities
	
			Conduct a preliminary assessment of attack surfaces and run exploits in your lab

...
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Creating Database Web Applications with PHP and ASP (Internet Series)Charles River, 2003
Creating Database Web Applications with PHP and ASP teaches beginning  and intermediate designers the fundamentals of creating complex Web  applications. By covering both open source (PHP/MySQL) and proprietary tools  (Microsoft ASP and Access), readers gain insight to the strengths and weaknesses  of each. In addition, they learn how...
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PHP6 and MySQL BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
MySQL is the leading open source database on the market and PHP continues to dominate the server side of the scripting market—together, they are the most popular and common team for creating dynamic, database-driven web sites. This comprehensive book covers the newest version of PHP and MySQL and is packed with extensive code examples, full...
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